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“Bombing on the Yarmouk Camp Resulted in One Victim and 

a Number of Injuries” 

  

 
   

 

 50 days of the water cut on the Yarmouk Camp. 

 271 Palestinian refugees were killed due to torture in the Syrian 

prisons. 

 The Syrian security arrests three Palestinian refugees in Homs. 

 Deterioration in the health services in Khan Al Sheih Camp in 

Damascus city. 

 Living crises at Al Sayeda Zainab Camp in Damascus city. 

 

 

One of the shells that targeted Yarmouk camp 
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Victims 

The child who was killed yesterday in the Yarmouk Camp is “ Tala 

Ahmed Farhan Alian”, a year and a half and was killed due to the 

explosion that took place yesterday near “Hamza Abdul Mutalib” 

Mosque. 

 
Tala Ahmed Farhan Alian 

Recent Updates 

Bombing targeted different places in the Yarmouk Camp in Damascus, 

the Yarmouk main street and resulted in the death of the young man” 

Ahmed” known as “ Abu Wadea”, Syrian, and a number of injuries. 

The water is still cut on the Yarmouk Camp houses since 50 days amid 

the continuous strict siege imposed by the Regular Army and groups of 

PFGC since 489 days, it is mentioned that the siege resulted in the death 

of 155 victims due to the lack of nutrition and medical care. 

On the other hand, the documentary team of the Action Group for 

Palestinians of Syria confirmed that they documented 271 Palestinian 

victims were killed due to torture in the Syrian regime prisons, as the 

detainees detained in inhuman conditions and most of them been tortured 

during their period of arrest. 
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It is mentioned that most of the torture victims’ corpse have not been 

delivered to their families, since the Syrian security only inform the 

family that the victim is dead and deliver his personal stuff only. 

 
The effects of the destruction in the Yarmouk refugee camp 

 In Homs, the Syrian security arrested three Palestinian refugees, 

Mohammed Habash a displaced from AL Khaldeia area in Homs to AL 

AEdein camp on 26-10-2014 by the security detachment and he is 40 

years. 

Sabah AL Bayari, 60 years, from AL AEdein Camp in Homs was also 

arrested on 24-10-2014 in Immigration and Passports Department in 

Homs, originally from Acre city in Palestine. Meanwhile, Majdi AL 

Asadi, 60 years, from AL Aedein Camp in Homs was also arrested on 17-

10-2014 by the Military Security on “Dowar Tadmor” checkpoint. 

On the other hand, Khan AL Sheih Camp in Damascus city is suffering of 

the deteriorated health services, since the only hospital near the camp 

was closed several months ago, and only an UNRWA clinic is still 

working, which provides simple health services. The most prominent 

reasons of this deterioration is the closure of the roads that link the camp 

to the city center, which also increases the security tension in the vicinity 

of the camp. 
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AL SAieda ZAinab Camp in Damascus city also suffering of several living 

problems, concentrating in the economic aspect, high price of houses and 

food supplies. It is worth mentioning that the camp is considered one of 

the calmest Palestinian camps, since the regular Army is full control the 

camp and its checkpoints are spread on the entrances and the 

surrounding areas. 

 

The Palestinian Camps in Syria, Numbers and Statistics: 

• The Yarmouk Camp: - The Continuance of the siege which is imposed 

by the Regular Army and PFGC for 480 days respectively in addition to 

the power cut for more than 563 days and the water cut for 50 days 

respectively. The number of the siege victims is 155 victims. 

• Al Husayneyya Camp: - The Regular Army still prevents the residents 

of the camp to return back to their houses for 382 days respectively. 

• Al Sbeina Camp: - The Regular Army still prevents the residents of the 

camp to return back to their houses for 351 days respectively. 

• Handarat Camp:-The residents left the camp since 551 days after the 

Syrian Opposition Groups controlled the camp. 

• Dara’a Camp: - Almost 197 days without water and a complete absence 

of basic services. 

• Khan Al Sheih Camp: - the roads that linking the camp to the city 

center are still closed except for the Zakia road. 

• Khan Danoun Camp: - economic crises is still continue, specially the 

unemployment and the high prices.  

• Al Nairab Camp: - the power is still cut for more than a year. 

• Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hamma: - relative calm situation in light of the economic crises. 


